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SECTION 1.0
SUMM,A,Ry

This report presents the results of design studies of shaft driven, variable.pitch lift
and lift-cruise fans for use in the NASA/NAVY "V/STOL Research and Technology
Aircraft Program". The work was conducted between May and December 1976 under ,
NASA LeRC contract NAS3-20033.

J

The objective of these studies was to provide technical arLdprogram information for
use by NASA and designated engine and airframe contractors working on V/STOL
propulsion system and aircraft studies; i.e. ; Detroit Diesel Allison (DDA), Boeing
Military Aircraft Division (BMAD) and McDoa_ell Aircraft (McAir).

This work described herein builds upon the results of design studies conducted during
1975 by Hamilton Standard under NASA contract NAS3-19414. The earlier studies
were aimed at providing parametric and point design data on lift and lift-cruise fans
to support Boeingta studies of a Navy V/STOL operational aircraft.

The fan design covered herein for the current program is a 157.5 em (62 in) diameter,
1.18 pressure ratio variable pitch fan designed to operate at a tip speed of 284 raps
(932 fps).

Under the current program Hamilton Standard coordinated preliminary interface defi-
ntUons with Detroit Diesel Allison relative to the lift-cruise fan for the XT701 engine;
and with Boeing Military Aircraft Division and McDonnell Aircraft relative to the lift
fRn for their respective V/STOL aircraft configurations. An Interface Document was
published which covered both the lift and lift-cruise fans.

Fan performance maps were prepared and detailed aerodynamic characteristics were
established. Cost/Weight/Risk trade studies were conducted for the blade and fan
case. Structural sizing was conducted for major components and weights determined
for both the lift and lift-cruise fans.
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SECTION 2.0
INTRODUCTION

Aircraft capable of vertical and short take off and landing have been the st:bject of

study over an extended period of time, due to their attractiveness for a variety of
commercial arid military applications. One such ap'flieatLon is a mult_-mission Navy
airplane envisioned to meet an operational requirement in the 1990ts. The Navy oper-
ational vehicle and its related propulsion system were the subject of studies by see- I

. eral contractors, including Hamilton Standard, during 1975.

During 1976, airframe and propulsion system contractors were funded by NASA to
study a V/STOL research and technology aircraft (RTA) which could be used to inves-
tigate and demonstrate the technology associated with the operational V/STOL air-
craft. Two airframe contractors, BMAD and MeAl:-, studied aircraft employing shaft
driven, variable pitch fans. Both Hamilton Standard, under NASA LeRC contract
NAS3-20033, and DDA supported these contractors with propulsion system technical
data, i.e., weight, performance, interfaces, etc., and program planning informa-
tion.

The RTA was to employ state-of-the-art (S_TA) technology and existing engines. The
contrac¢ors using shaft driven variable pitch fans focused on three fan - three cnginc
aircraft.

Both I3MAD's and McAirts concepts employed two lift cruise fans adjacent to the aft

fuselage and a single lift fan in the vehicleOs nose which was stopped during forward
flight. A significant difference between the propulsion system approaches was that
Boeing's concept involved rotation of the direct-connected lift-cruise fan and core engine
to deflect the thrust vector; while McAtr deflected the nozzle of the lift-cruise fan while
leaving the nacelle stationary.

The variable pitch fan concept which provides the basis for these and prior studies
has an extensive background as the result of efforts by llamllton Standard and NASA.

_ _ardware forThis concept ,ms been explored through model, component and full -'
both ground and flight te._ting over the past ten years. Several of the models and full
scale variable pitch fans associated with the development of this technology, are
shown in figure 2-1.

The work described herein was aimed at investigating the v'triable pitch fan conceptually
designed in 1975 for the operational aircraft, and making _uch modification as necessary
to accommodate the requirements of the RTA.

00000001-TSA12
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2.0 (Continued)

For the RTA, three turbosh_ft engines will collectively drive three Variable Pitch
(VP) fans th:ough lntereonnectlvg shafting. Two fans, designed lift-cruise, are located
on each side of the aft fuselage, directly coupled to the side mounted engines (figure 2-2).
The third fan, designated lift fan, is remotely _laounted in the aircraft nose and i_ driven /
by a third engine (not shown). As mentioned earlier the lift fan only operates during the
V/3TOL mode. Hamilton _andard has responsibility for the lift-cruise fan rotor assem-
bly ,nd rotur control regulators and the complete lift fan system.

The VP Lift Fan System is made up of four (4) major components:

- R_Jtor Assembly I

- Beta Regulator

- Gear Reduction Assembly

- Fan Case

The Rotor Assembly consists of the blades, disc, variable pitch actuator, and spinner
(figure 2-3). The Beta Regulator is an electrohydraulic control unit which changes
the fan blade pitch according to a given input command. The Gear Reduction Assam.
bly is incorporated in the lift fan and contains a bevel gear/cross shaft system '.o
drive the fan from the aft _nounted engines. The Fan Case is the structural mou'._ing
member of the fan assembly. The fan stators are attached to the outer shell and
pos:'tion the rotor housing.

This report contains preliminary technical d_ta on the Variable Pitch Fans for the
NASA/NAVY Research and Technology V/STOL Aircraft.
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SECTION 3.0 /

INTERFACE DEFINITION - TASK I

The initial task conducted under the V/STOL fan study program was to identify and de-
fine the interfaces associated with the lift and lift-cruise fansj in areas such as per-
formance, mounting, cooling, control requirements and mechanical, electrical and

hydraulic interconnections. The lift-cruise fan-engine interface was coordinated with b
DDA; and lift fan-aircraft interfaces were coordinated with both BMAD and McAir.

Both Hamilton Standard and DDA (contract NAS3-20034) had contractual requirements
to proVide NASA with an Interface Document identifying interfaces and defining those
interfaces which were established during the preliminary design study. An interface
document was jointly prepared which covered both the lift-cruise and lift fans. The
Interface Document which is contained in Appendix A, was preliminary in that all in-
terfaces would not be defined during the design study. In this document the interfaces
which Were not finalized during the design study are indicated as "TBD".

During the study, agreement was reached on a number of specific interfaces which are
defined on the three drawings noted below. Separate drawings were required for the
respective Boeing and McAir lift fan installations because the drive shaft angle was
different for their applications. A value of 105 ° was selected by McAir and 100 ° was
selected by _oelng.

Figure Item Drawing No.

3-1 Lift Cruise Fan Rotor SK 92250

3-2 Lift Fan - Boeing SK 92252
¢

3-3 Lift Fan - McAir SK 92251

9/10
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SECTION 4.0 I
• PRELIMINARY DESIGN STUDY - TASK Ii

A preliminary design study was conducted to refine the 1.575 m (62 in. ) diameter
" operational fan design concept (reference NASA CR-134988) to mec he requirements

of the NASA/NAVY Research and Technology AirCraft (RTA).

This work consisted of three major subtasks. The i_tial item was a cost trade-off i

. study to define where weight, life, risk or durability might be traded-off to reduce
the program cost. The second item was to perform structural and aerodynamic anal-
yses which Would generate data needed by DDA, BMAD and McAir in their respective
studies. The third item was to optimize the design configuration for the bevel gear/
cross-shaft assembly with the objective of establishing commonality between the lift
and lift-cruise fants cross-shaft gearing.

4.1 COST TRADE-OFF STUDY

The lift and lift-cruise fans incorporate design features and materials aimed at pro-
viding the light weight, high structural integrity, reliability, safety and life required
for a V/STOL application. While structural integrity, reliability and safety could not
be compromised for a flight vehicle, development risk, weight and life were felt to
offer viable trade-offs for a research and technology program.

The fan concepts were reviewed to identify areas where weight and/or life could be
sacrificed to reduce cost. No areas were identified where cost/lif_ or cost/risk
trades would provide a significant program cost saving; however, _wo areas, the fan
blades and fan case, were identified which offered promise of a significant cost saving
at an increased weight.

The baseline fan blade construction incorporates a boron-aluminum (B/AI) shell and a
solid titanium spar. This technology had been selected after a successful dcmovstra-
tion of its ability to meet the structural and enviromncntal considerations of turbofan
engines under several NASA and USAF-funded programs. The alternate constructions
considered were: (1) composite blade with a fiberglass-epoxy shell, and a titanium
spar; and (2) a solid titanium blade.

In the size of the V/STOL fan, the fiberglass shell did not have adequate bird strike
tolerance. Its shell fabrication process is quite similar to that of the B/AL shell, and
the titanium spar was common to both blades. The major cost difference between the
two blade constructions was the higher tooling, process development and shell mate-
rial cost of the B/A! composite blade. The cost savings were not large, however.

17
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4. 1 (Continued)

This blade construction had been developed for propeller blades of much larger size
than the V/STOL fan blade where FOD is not a significant design consideration. Ex-
perimental work had demonstrated that for the much smaller fan blades the fiberglass /
shell had insufficient strength to transmit the loads associated with a bird strike to •
the spar. Thereforet for the V/STOL fan tiffs blade would have an inadequate FOD
tolerance. In light of iow FOD tolerance and only modest program cost saving, this
concept was discarded from consideration.

I

The solid tit- ,_..:lade was initially evaluated as a direct replacement for the 26
composite blades. The titanium blade, however, did not have adequate stiffness re-
suiting in critical speeds Within the operating range as shown in figure 4-1. Reduc-
tion of the number of blades to lt_ provided sufficient increased stiffness to remove
the critical speeds from the operating range and this blade was used in the trade-off
study. The loads associated with the 18 titanium fan blades were substantially in-
creased over the B/AI blades. Centrifugal load was increased by 130% and the actua-
tor loads increased by 480%, This increase resulted in major rotor mass increase
of nearly 70% or 113 Kg (250 pounds). This value would be further compounded in the
fan structural support weight.

The costs associated with each blade concept, including the unit blade cost, tooling and
process development, were estimated. If was found that the solid titanium blade costs
were significantly lower than those of the composite blade. As it was suspected that
the large rotor weight increase associated with the titanium blade would affect the total
fan cost, disc and actuator costs were estimated for a fan employing both solid titanium
and B/A1 bladeS. It was determined that the heavier disc and actuator associated with
the solid titanium blade was considerably more expensive than similar hardware associ-
ated with the B/A1 blades and essentially offset the savings cf the blade.

The baseline fan case is a welded titanium structure employing the manufacturing
technology which is used in current production turbofan engines. The design consid-
ered in the trade study was a fabricated aluminum structure which was riveted rather

than welded. This concept resulted in a mass increase of 27 Kg (60 pounds). Unlike t
the blade, the fan case weight does not impact on other fan structure, therefore, the
component weight increase is the total impact on the fan. Cost savings would result
from the reduced tooling and manufacturing associated with the fabricated ._luminum fan
c_se.

Discussions were held with the airframe study contractors, Boeing and McDonnell,
which indicated that the fan weights were critical and a,ly increase in the fan weight
would necessitate a weight reduction effort to remove a like amount from the airframe.
Since identifiable lightweight concepts and materials had already been incorporated in
the design, this would be a difficult and costly task. It was concluded that the light=
weight concepts and materials, i.e., the B/A1 fan blade and titanium fan case, selected
during 1975's operntlonal aircraft fan studies, contract no. NAS.q-19414, were cost effec-
tive for a research and technology aircraft.
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4. 2 ROTOR PRELIMINARY DESIGN

The VP rotor preliminary design includes aerodynamic design and structural analyses.
The variable pitch fan design selected during X97fi by BMAD for their V/BTOL Opera-
tional Aircraft provided the basis for the rotor preliminary design. This fan as des-
cribed in NASA report CIt134988 had a pressure ratio of 1. $ and a diameter of 1. G75
meters (62 in, ).

4.2.1 Aerodynamic Analyses
J

The aerodynamic analysis was conducted to provide detail fan performance data to
NASA V/STOL study contractors and to support the Hamilton dtandard fan structural i

• design with detail blade characteristics and aerodynamic loads. This analysis, as
defined by the NASA Statement of Work, was to provide fan maps and supercharging
performance at flee different fan blade angles and to conduct a fan distortion analysis.

4.2.1.1 Fan Sta_e Performance - An objective of the VP fan design for the RTA was
to retain, if possible, the fan aerodynamic design from BMAD*s 1975 Operational Alr-
craft studies. The fan aerodynamic characteristics of this fan design are given in
Table I.

The initial work under this study was to assess the ability of the existing Hamliton
Standard fan design to meet the BMAD and McAir RTA performance requirements.
Partial fan aerodynamic performance maps which had been prepared for four blade
angles associated With the operational aircraft were expanded from a speed range of
95-105% to 60-110% for A blade angles, as referred to an angle of 0. 863 radlans
(49.5 °) at the 0.75 blade radius, A_ 0, 0.07, 0. 127, and -0.071 radians (_ = 0°
4°, 7.._o and -4.1°). Two new maps were produced to cover 25% to 70%
corrected speed for A_ = 0 and A_ = -0.30 radians (-17.2°)• These maps were an
extension of an existing design which employed a flow path, shown in figure 4-2, for
the operational aircraft. It was judged that refinement of the flow path from the 9.5
BPR of the operational aircraft to the 13. G BPR of the RTA was not warranted because
it would not signlficantly _fect the maps.

These blade angles were selected based on the fan performance required to meet the
several operating conditions of the RTA. Fan __ootperformance maps for engine
supercharging were also developed for the _ame blade angles. The fan performance
maps with adiabatic efficiencies, stall lines and choke lines are given in figures 4-3
through 4-14. Baaed on the expanded maps, DDA calculated the propulsion system
performance for both the BMAD and McAir aircraft which is provided in table [l.

Fan aerodynamic characteristics at a fan PR = 1.181 and w _fO/6 A = 176.7 kg/sec/m 2
(36.2 lb/sec/ft 2) for the rotor, by-pass starer and engine stator are given in table HI.

20
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T_ble !

F_tn Stage Cha_ae_eri_t_ ,e

, Rotor By_Pa_ Engine J
Bladet_ Stator_ Statort_

Number of bladea 26 10 87

Airfoil DCA 65/CA 65/CA

I
Solidity: tip 0.83 0.83 1.67

root 1.41 1.30 1.85

Thickness ratio: tip 0.03 0.09 0.09

root 0. 12 0.09 0.09

Aspect ratio: tip 2.73 0.75 1.10

root 3.52 0.75 1.10

Radius Hub/Radius Tip 0.425

DCA - Double Circular Art,,
65/CA - 65 Thickness distribution on circular arc camber line.
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Table III

Fan Aerodynamic Data

Normal T. O./Land Condition
-_R = i. 18L Wv_/_A = 176.7 kg/sec/m2(36.2 lb/_ec/ft 2)
Aft = -0. 071 tad (-4.16)

%Span R/RT MM MR _ _b p/p T/T Z Df

Rotor Inlet
6

5.2 0.455 0.552 0.676 0 20.8 0.992 1.0 - -

51.0 0.718 0.521 0.807 0 9.1 0.992 1.0 - - i
95.5 0.974 0.490 0.967 0 2.2 0.992 1.0 - -

Rotor Exit

5.0 0.509 0.526 0.528 35.9 1i. 6 i. 187 i. 064 0. 158 0.412
49.8 0.741 0.466 0.620 24.3 7. i 1.173 1.052 0.032 0.341
95.3 0.976 0.483 0.792 20.9 0 1.186 1.060 0.073 0.275

%Span R/I-i T MM MA o_ _b P/P T/T Z Df

By-Pass Stator Inlet

7.5 0,651 0, 566 0,632 26.4 0, 8 1, 205 1,060 - -
48.9 0.826 0.467 0. 504 22.0 2.4 1.172 1. 052 - -
93.9 1.016 0.425 0.460 22.5 3.8 1.186 1.060 - -

B_--Pass Stator Exit

8, 4 0. 678 0. 501 0.501 0 1, 1 1.183 1.060 0.081 0.359
51.0 0.843 0.504 ,0.504 0 1.2 1.171 1.052 0.011 0.179
94.0 1.010 0.536 0.536 0 -0.3 1.180 1.060 0.041 0.072

Engine Stator inlet

0.8 0.477 0. 463 0.619 41.5 -6.3 1.182 1.065 - -
52.9 0. 515 0.494 0.616 36.0 -7.7 1.198 1.963 - -
99.2 0. 548 0. 504 0. 607 34.0 -8.2 1.205 1.062 - -

Engine stator Exit

1.1 0.470 0.450 0.450 0 -7.4 1.145 1.065 0.150 0.435
51.8 0. 505 0.499 0.499 0 -8.8 1.191 1.063 0.025 0.348
98, 9 0,538 0. 472 0,472 0 -9, 0 1. 175 1,062 0,122 0, 381
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4.2.1.2 Distortion - The V/STOL lift/cruise fan sensitivity to distortion had been
calculated and compared against measurements o._ inlet total pressure digtortioll for a
one-fourth scale model V/STOL inlet. The results of this analysis show that the V/STOL
RTA inlet total pressure distortion is not likely to induce surge or rotatirg stall of the
lift/cruise fan. In addition, limited tests oft a full scale V/STOL fan have indicated that /
full scale model distortion patterns are less severe than the one-fourth scale model tests
indicated.

Fan sensitivity to inlet distortion is defined in terms of two variables; KR, radial dis-
tortion index and K@, circumferential distortion index. The deflation of these indexes
are give., in figure 4-15. Combinations of Kit and KO indicate the limits of distortion
that will allow stall free operation of the fan. The distortion sensitivity analysis was t l
perforr_ed for the V/STOL fan utilizing: (1) the parallel compressor l_ethod with
dynamic stall delay for the circumferential distortion (Ko) and, (2) the performance
prediction program with ring average inlet total pressure gradietits for the radial
distortion (KR). The parallel compressor method Used, iS presented in AIAA
Paper No. 74-233, authored by James A. Kern of DDA. The dynamic stall delay cor-
rection to the method, as presented, was modified as a result of consultations With
Mr. Kern.

The distortion sensitivity calculations were made for a range of circumferential and
radial distortion indexes. This analysis yields the maximum allowable valnes of KO |

and KR for stall free operation in the distorted flow field. ]

V/STOL inlet distortion profiles were obtained from Boeing's quarter scale model inlet
tests. Two profiles of the windward sector of the inlet are shown in figure 4-16. For
the high specific flow, representative of high power conditions, the inlet flow is
attached and the distortion indexes, KO and KR, are low. However, for the low flow,
representation of a part power approach to landing, the inlet is separated and the
distortion indexes are high.

A summary of the distortion itldexes for the quarter scale model is shown in figure
4-17 for two angle-of-attack/airspeed combinations. The i_Liet separation boundary
can be clearlyseen. b,_parationand highdistortionindexesoccuratflowsbelow the
separationboundary. The conditionswhich were analyzedinthedistortionsensitivity
studyare indicatedby thesolidlineson figure4-17.

The quarterscaleinlettestw_istheforerunnertotheHamiltonStandardvariable
pitchfullscaleVP fandemonstratortestingintheNASA Ames 40 x _0'tunnel.AI-
thoughthistestisnotyetcomplete,earlyresultshave shown significantlyimproved
inletseparationboundariesindicatedby thedashedlineson figure4-17.

Althot,_hthedistortionmeasurements indicatethatthehighestdistortionindexesoccur I
withinletseparationatlow airflows,no operationisantlcipatedintheiow airflow 1
reg!onbelow theprojectedseparationboundaryforthefullscaleinlet.The two con- i
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4.2.1.2 (Continued)

ditions which were selected for the distortion analysis, I.e., maximum control and nor-
mal takeoff operation for the RTA, are representative of high airflow conditions.

i
In the high airflow region the inlet sensitivity to radial distortion is more severe than
at lower flOWs due to the fan tip being highly loaded, and sensitivity to circumferential
distortion is also more severe than at lower air flows due to the characteristic of the

fan speed lines. The calculated locii of KO vs KR for these conditions are shown in
figure 4-18. The measured KO and KR values for the appropriate inlet corrected
specific flows are also shown on figure 4-18. These two points fall well within the safe '_
operating region for fan inlet distortion, fl

4.2.2 Mechanical DesiSt !

Design _tUdies conducted during 1975 resulted in a fan concept and related weights for
the Boeing V/STOL operational aircraft. The objective of this design study is to refine
the fan rotor concept developed in the earlier studies to meet the requirements of the
RTA. Rotor structural components_ i. e., blade disk (cone) and actuator _Vere analyzed
for the RTA operating loads_ including distortion and FOD. Component and system
weights for the lift and lift cruise fans, incorporating the refined rotor, were calculated.

The fan rotor system components are illustrated in figure 2-3.

4.2.2.1 Blade - Preliminary blade analyses were performed to determine blade weight,
stiffness, inertia, critical speeds, centrifugal loads_ steady and cyclic stresses,
flutter parameters_ and to evaluate possible damage resulting from ingestion of a one
kilogram bird.

Blade Description - A titanium spar, boron-aluminum shell blade (figure 4-19) was
selected for this application. This construction offers a lightweight design while pro-
viding excellent strength and FoD resistance. During the 1975 studies the basic fan
aerodynamic sizing had been accomplished and the number of blades, _6, selected for
the operational aircraft. The RTA blade studied has a diameter of i57.48 cm (62-inch)
and an average spinner diameter of 72.14 cm (28.4-inch). The average chord width
is 15.00 cm (5.9-inch) and the integrated activity factor (power absorbtion chazacter-
istic) is 142 per blade. The blade spanwise geometry is defined in figure 4-20.

The boron/aluminum shell consists of a laminate of unidirectional boron/aluminum
tape, diffusion-bonded together with an outer layer of titanium. The titanium skin is a
unique feature which provides a corrosion/erosion barrier comparable to that of con-
ventional turbofans.

Shell thickness varies from about 0.508 mm (20 mils) inboard to 1. 524 mm (60 mils)
over the outer half of the blade. Shell material properties and ply orientations, as
well as spar width and chordwisc location, arc bnsed on design philosophy of ltamilton
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4.2.2.1 (Co_ltlnued)

Standard's successfully tested FeD blade described in NASA report CR-135001. The
spar extends Inboard of the root airfoil region and blends Into ,_ cylindrical sl_ak,
compatible with the fan retention geometry. Hollow re_lon_ of the shell, forward and
aft of the spar_ are supported with aluminum honeycomb to provide maximum support
for the shell and increase FeD resistance. A leading edge sheath of Inconel 625 pro-
vides continuity across the leadJ.ng edge shell joint, while providhng impact and erosion
protection *.othis portion of the blade.

Natural Frequencies - Blade natural frequencies were calculated for the blade and
results are presented on the Campbell plot shown in figure 4-21. A necessary input

• to the evaluation of fan critical speeds was the fan operating speed range. When this
study was conducted, the airframe contractors t studies had not progressed to the point
_here they could define the fan operating range; therefore HamiLton Standard selected
an operating speed range of 60-100% as representative of the V/STOL requirements,
based on prior experience with V/STOL aircraft. It can be seen that the first mode, 2P,
(P - excitations per revolution) critical speed crossover is in the operating range. A
second mode, _P crossover, also occurs within the operating range close to the maxi-
mum operating speed of 369.6 rad/sec (3530 rpm). Higher order crossovers for the
second vibration mode are considered insignificant because their excitation levels are
small, they occur at low power, and/or the response of the blade is small. While
critical speeds w/thin the operating range arc undesirable, the flexibility afforded by
the composite blade allows the critical speed crossovers to be relocated during the
blad_ design to where they will not interface with fan operation.

Steady and Cyclic Loads and Stresses - The blade spar is the main structural member,
while the blade shell provides the aerodynamic shape and carries the aerodynamic
loads into the spar. To confirm the blade structural capacity the spar was analyzed
for both steady and vyclie stressing. The condition selected for evaluation was during
the take-off tr.qnsition at 54 m/see (:L05 kt) when both the steady and cyclic loads would
be high. The analysis of steady stress considers both aerodynamic and inertia loads.
The steady blade loads are summarized in table IV.

Table IV

Blade Steady Load Summary

Metric English

Rotor Thrust 28913 N 6500 lb

Rotor Speed 369.6 rad/sec 3530 rpm

Thrust/Blade II 12 N 250 lb

Blade Centrifugql Loads lll, 200 N 25,000 lb
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4.2.2.1 (Continued)

Cyclic loads affecting the blade due to a once per revolution (lP) load variation were
calculated for a separator1 fan inlet, as this was believed to be the worst case which
could be experienced during transition. A separated inlet distortion profile obtained
from Boeing inlet distortion testing was used to calculate the velocity profiles shown
in figure 4-22 and input into the llamilton Standard multi-ar4muth blade airload calcu-
lation program. The multi-azimuth program calculated radial airload distributions of
in-plane and out-of-plane loads at a once per revolution frcqa_ncy. These rotation
related loads Were then used as excitation loads for a vibratory stress program. The

lP flat'wise blade vibratory bending moment was calculated to be ± 99.42 N-M (_Ss;0 in. -
lbs) at the 45.72 em (I.8 inch) station. The lP loads were increased by 50% to account
for loading at multit}h_ integers, I.e. t 2P_ 3P, 4P etc. The resulting moment of 149.13

• N-M (1320 in.-lbs) was used to calculate a cyclic stress on both thL:pressurc side and
suction side of the spar.

These steady and cyclic stresses are related to spar material design fatigue strength
found on the Goodman diagram presented in figure 4-23. A stress margin in excess of
1.0 exists for both points indicating sufficient spar strength at the most highly stressed
station.

Blade Flutter - Fan blade bending flutter was analyzed to insure that the V/STOL fan
blade would not be susceptible to large deflections clue to momentary high air loads.

Blade flutter is brought on by the lower torsional rigidity of thinner blades. Since
the center of pressure on an airfoil is near the quarter chord point, there will be some
torsional deflection (twisting) of the blade tending to increase blade angles. If this
deflection is large enough, the airfoil angle of attack will be inere'_secl to the point
where the airfoil stalls, the air load drops, and the blade unwinds and returtls _o its
original pitch and the cycle starts over again. If the blade is torsionally flexible enough,
ciestructive vibrations will be set up.

Preliminary calculations were made to examine the bending and torsional flutter para-
meters of the V/S'IOL fan blade. Flutter parameter limits have been determined from

design cx'pcrience and development of many propeller and fin designs. The established
design guides reflect conservative limits that will provide a fan blade design free from
critical flutter properties. This analysis assessed the blade as having an adequate beaci-
ing flutter parameter with 36% margin. The torsional flutter parameter was calculated
having a value 15_,'_below the design allowable. Torqional L'lutter is depcndt, nt on blade
torsional frequency which is a result of blade structural characteristics. Thc detail de-
sign of the blade will provide local changes in the blade structure in ordt, r to increase
the torsional frequency to bring this parameter to within acceptable design guides.

.17
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4.2.2.1 (Continued)

FeD Analysis - The blade construction selected by Hamilton Standard for the V/STOL
blade design has been experimentally demonstrated to have adequate impact resistance

under beth NASA and I_SAF contracts. Impact stressing associated with the fan blade /
for the V/STOL application was calculated and compared to impact stressing of ex-
perimentally tested bladcs to validate the V/STOL blades FeD tolerance.

The FeD resistance criteria for the Navy V/STOL operational aircraft Is tolerance of
1 kg (2.2 lb) bird ingestion. This criteria was also adopted for the RTA fan. Stress-
ing was calculated for the RTA fan blade using an impact analysis method developed by
Harmiton Standard. This analysis Indicated _hat stressing would be similar to that
experienced by a boron aittminum composite fan blade tested at Hamilton Standard for
NASA LeRC as reported in NASA CR-135001 and damage would be limited to minor
local damage at the tip traiiitlg edge. In the analysis of the 1 kg bird_ the impact
location on the blade was assumed to be at the 0.80 blade station. The values used in

the analysis are listed in table V.

The impact analysis program treats the bird as though it were a cylinder. Bird dimen-
sions are calculated for length to diameter ratio of 2, and an average bird density of
679.0 kg/M3 (0.02453 lb/cu, in.). The relative impact velocity is determined from

vector ad_hion of the bird inie_ velocity (equal to the aircraft forward velocity of

51.44 M//S (100 knots) in this case)_ and tlte tangential blade velocity due to rotation at
the impv/ct radius. The bird longitudinal axis lies normal to the relative impact veloc-
ity vect/br. The maximum slice width is calculated assuming the cylindrical end of the

bird n_rroWly misses the leading edge of the adjacent blade. The slice thickness be-
come,.j..._..dependenton the blade spacing times the sine_,,of the angle betweel_ the relative
impa/_t velocity vector and the rotational velocity _ector (figure 4-24). Tile blade
spat/lag, in turn, is dependent on the circumference at the impact radius divided by the
number of blades. These calculations result in a slice width of 3.30 cm (1.30 in. )
or an equivalent mass of 167.8 g (0.37 pounds).

The cylindrical bird slice is divided into six equivalent rectangular segments, which
impact the blade. The computerized analysis treats these seg'merits as fluid Jets
impinging upon the pressure side of the blade and reacted by the blade inertia and
stiffness. Time histories of impacting load, as well as blade reaction loads in the X,
Y, and torsional directions, are calculated by the program. Corresponding time
histories of three basic deflections, X, Y, and _, at the impact site are also generated.
The X-deflection is taken parallel to direction of the blade natural flatwtse mode of
vibration, with the Y-deflection (primarily the edgewise deflection) normal to X. The
torsional deflection is taken about the blade center of torsion at the impact station.
Impact loads are determined as the forces required to turn FeD segments (treated as
impinging fluid jets) through the impact angle. The time histories of load and deflection
at the impact location, calculated and plotted by the computerized analysis, are shown
in figures 4-25 and 4-26, respectively. The maximum de5ection is in the fiatWise (nor-
mal to surface) x-direction amounting to 7.37 cm (2.9 inches) at approximately 2.4
mllli-seconds after initial impact.
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Table V

FOD Impact Parameters Summary

Metri_.__c Englt_h /

Bird Characteristics

M_ss 1 kgm 2.205 [bs

Density 0.679 grams/era3 0.02483 Ibs/cu. in. ,

Length 19.576 cm 7.707 in.

Diameter 9.789 cm 3.884 in.

Coefficient of Restitution 0.0 0.0

Blade Parameters

Radial Impact Station 70.21 cm 27.64 in.

Angle of Impact Station 0.62 radiafls 35. 6 deg.

Blade Spacing 16.97 cm 6.68 in.

Damping Coefficient (same for all o, 12 0.12
vibratory modes)

Angle of FlatWise Mode (X-axis) 2.647 radians 151.7 deg.

Angle of Edgewise Mode 1.141 radlans 65.4 deg.

.Impact Parameters

Rotational Velocity Component 259.5 meters/see 851.4 ft/sec

Fwd. Velocity Component (I00 knots) 51.5 meters/see 168.9 ft/sec

Resultant Relative Impact Velocity 264.6 meters/see 868 ft/sec

impact Angle 0.43 rad 24.4 deg.

Slice Si_e 3.30 cm 1.30 in.

Silce Weight 167.8 grams 0.37 lbs
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Figure 4-'_4. FOD Impact Geometry
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4, 2, 2, 1 (Continued)

This deflection in the fl_ttWise direction results in peak spanWise bending dtre_seS at
two locations along the blade sp_m. These are generated by a second portion of the
program which calculates the perturbation along the length of the blade due to locall_-
ed impact. The spanwise stress distributions are caiculated at specific time increments
after impact and are plotted by the computer program in figure 4-27. As can be seen
from the plot, there is a peak mid-blade bending stress of about 131 kN/cm 2 (i90 ksi)
at the 55.88 cm (22-inch) blade radius, which is a con,pressive stress on the suction
side. A second peak of 158.6 kN/cm 2 (230 ksl) (a tensile stress on the suction side)
occurs in the vicinity of the impact site.

• Time histories of stress at both peak locations are plotted in figures 4-28 and 4-29
Which also show comparative calculated curves for various impact conditions on FOD-
tested, similar blades. The amount of calculated stress correlates with the degree of
test damage occurring on the NASA test blade. Analysis of NASA test blade indicated
damage for a given object would be comparable to damage on state-of-the-art titanium
blades. Non-destructive inspection of the test blades showed that further operation was
possible.

Calculation results, as shorn1 in figures 4-28 and 4-29, indicate that stressing will be
comparable to that of Hamilton Standard's boron-aluminum blades tested for NASA
LeRC. The test blades experienced only minor damage to the trailing edge tip and
were judged suitable for continued operation. Further improvement to the blade FOD
tolerance is believed to be possible through refinement of the blade geometry during
the detail design.

4.2.2.2 Disc Assembly - The disc assembly consists of the blade retention bearing,
seal, pitch change trunnion and the disc itself.

Loads - _he blade loads that act on the blade retention bearing and hence the disc are
listed in table VI. (Max control condition)

Table VI
Blade Retention Loads

Blade and Attachment Centrifugal Load = 133, 440 N (30, 000 lbs)

Steady Bending Moment = 359.6 N-M (3183 in.-lb)

lP Vibratory Bending Moment _ 279.8 N-M (2477 in.-lb)*

NP Vibratory Bending Moment 139.9 N-M (1238 in.-lb)

* These are total loads at the 12.5 in. station in the retention

_.nd are therefore higher than those used for the blade.
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4.2.2.2 (Continued)

The requirement of variable pitch necessitates tJ_e use of a round retention and the

inclusion of an anti-friction bearing. The retention that was selected for the V/STOL
is a configuration that has been in service for rno_'e than six years and has success-
fully accumulated over one million flight hours. It is an angular contact ball bearing
with an integral outer race in the steel disc and a split inner steel race on the titanium

blade spar. The outer race is induction-hardened to RC 56 minimum in the region of
the ball contact. The inner race is through-hardened to RC 56 minimum. Ball-to-ball
contact is prevented through the use of separators.

The proposed lubrication system for the blade retention bearing consists of an ion-
. sputtered moly-disulfide (MOS2) coating on the races and bails. The retention bearing

dimensions arc listed below:

Pitch din. -_ 5.7099 cm (2. 248 in. )

Ball dia. _ 1. 270 cm (0.5 in. )

No. of balls 13

|nitial contact angle 0.3698 to 0.6136 r_d (21.19 to 35.16 deg)

With the above dimensions and loads, the retention bearing was analyzed.

The results are plotted on the contact stress Goodman diagram on figure 4-30, showing
the relative position of calculated stresses and design allowables, and on a blow-up of
the pertinent area on figure 4-31+ with plots of previous design experience. The reten-
tion bearing stressing is satisfactory and within prior experience levels.

Dis......_c- The single-p|ecc disc concept, which has been utilized in ltamilton Standard's
propeller and fan designs for nearly 15 years, will also be used on the V/STOL applica-
tion. Steel, which has been the selected material for all previous designs+ has been

selected for the V/STOL application. Discs for variable-pitch fans havc generally been
designed for stiffness rather than strength in order to provide the retention stiffness re-
quired of a blade without part-span shrouds.

The disc is a fully machined component made from a D6AC vacuum melted steel forging.
It is heat-treated to a hardness of RC 40-44 except in the blade retention area where it
is induction-hardened locally to a minimum hardness of RC 5(;.

The stresses in the disc have been determined by a combination of ring, beam, and shell
analysis methods. Partial stresses arc calculated by each method due to different type
loads and then added to determine the combined stress for various stations on the disc.
The critically stressed area is the disc ring at the blade eenterline. Tile loads imposed
on the disc are the centrifugal force of the rotating disc by itself plus the steady and vi-
bratory blade loads listed earlier. The normal bentting and hoop stresses were calcu-
lated for each of these load eases and combined for a total steady stress plus and minus
a total vibratory stress. These stresses are plotted on a modified Goodman diagram,
fi_,mre 4-32+ along with stress levels of several, recent applications. The disc design
stresses are below the design allowable limits conl irming an acceptable design.
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4.2.3 Plteh Control ,q_stem

The _lteh control system draws heavily on proven concepts utilized on current aircraft
app!ieatlons. The pitch change concept was selected during the 1975 studies to provide

the light weight, high reliability and _afety necessary for a primary flight control /
system, It provides both hydraulic and mechanical redundancy to allow continued opera-
tion in the event of a hydraulic failure withir_ or outt_ide of the fan system or the failure
of seleet,_d structural components.

The pitch change system employs a duallzetl linear hydraulic actuator that incorporates
both hydraulic anci structural redundancy. The actuator as Illustrated in figure 4-:3:1,
is supported by the cllse anti connected to the blades by mechanical links. It -ilso in-
eorporateg a splined torque restraint which removes circumferential loads from the
blade links.

The control system which was defined by the 1975 design study (s illustrated by the
schematic presented in figure 4-34. It is powered by two independent aircraft hydraulic
systems. Each system provides hydraulic power to one cylinder of the actuator via a
beta regulator and transfer bearing. The beta v'egul'ttor incorporates "m electrically-
controlled hydraulic serve valve (EHV) to modulate pressure to the actuator and a
solenoid operated bypass valve to isolate the fan from a given hydraulic system in the
event of a control system failure. Triple reclundant electrical feedback is provided
by linear v:u'iable displaeemcnt transducers (IA'IYI') attached to the actuator feedback
arm,

Control system operation is monitored by a shutdown-abnormal-system (figure .!-34)
which analyzes EIIV position sensed electrically by LVIYF's, hydraulic actuator posl.tion
sensed by a triple-redunclant LVDT, and a EIlV comparator tootle!. The shutdown sys-
tem detects a control system failure and isolates the I:mlty hydraulic system via the
solenoid-operated bypass valve,

The pitch change system eharaeteristic, s are described in table VII.

Table FIt

Pitch Change Charaeteristies

!"ime Constant. 0.1 second

Pitch Change Rate: 1. 715 red/see {100 ° !second)

Blade Angle Range: -0.5235 to + 1. 5705 rad (-30 ° _90 '_) l'ron_
,lcsign point

Flow Requirements: 0. r;9 liters/see (11 g'pm) per hydraulic
system maximum fh)w rate at 20[;_.I N/rm 2
(:3000psi).
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4.2.$ (Co_tinUed)

Elements oftheactuationsystem were analyzedforst_'ucturalcapacity.The actuator
1cadsare developedby thebladesand are theresultofcentrifugalloadstendi_ to
rotate blade mas_ elements into the plane of rotatlonj retention friction and aerody_amlc
Ioadings. Because no load spectrt_m was available from the airframe cogtractor_.
loads were calculated for Imown conditions which could produce the maximum stress
and an associated number of cycles assumed. TheSe load conditions are presented in
table VTII. The actuator piston a_d cylilldor were not allal_ed, but the component
geometries _vere scaled i'rom an existing similar design for the XC-i42 main propel|er.
During i{s design, the XC-142 propeller aettlator was a_lyzed for load condltloris simi-
lar to the V/STOL fan.

Table VIII
Actuator Loads

Load per Blade

Condition Steady _

$tart _ Stop -60 N-M (-525 in.-lb) _=50 N-M (_:525 in.-lb) 2 x 104

Hover -80 (-712) + 27 (_:239) 108

1 P -92 (-814) _ 21 (± 186) 108

Bird Strike 273 (2420) + 926 (+ 8200) 1

Actuator elements which we _ - _nalyzed include: blade link, blade pin, link support,
torque restraint and center roa support. In all cases it was determined that the bird
strike load determined the required structure. Table IX summarizes the results of
the structural analysis.

Table IX

Actuator Design Margins

safetyMargin*
Item (bird strike)

Link I. 25
Pin 1

Link Support 20
Torque Restraint II
Actuator Center Support (bending) O.005

*Safety Margin = Allowable Stress 1Actual Stress "
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4.2.3 (CoNtinued)

In all cases the member maximum stress during a bird strike is less than associated
material design allowable. This assures a conservative design of the pitch control
system, which will function satisfactorily during all modes of operation.

4.3 SYSTEM WEIGHT SUMMARY

The fan rotor is common to both the lift-cruise and lift fans. Mass_ as tabulated J

below, were calculated for all rotor con_ponents,

t
Compone nt Mas s

Blades (26) 53.07 117 lbs.

Disc 50.80 112 lbs.

Spinner 12.7 28 lbs.

PitCh Change Actuator 29.03 64 Ibs.

145.60 321 Ibs.

Weight for the gears and bearings were calculated during the gear study described in
section 5.0. The gear weight_ resulting from this study are conservative because
they are based on a structural analysis which assumed that the gearing would carry
the maximum control power for the full life of the gearing. This was done because at
the time of the study no time-load histogram of this data was available from the air-
frame contractors. The gear and rotor weights were combined with the weight values
for the remainder of the system as calculated during the 1975 study to provide weight
for the lift and lift-cruise fan shown below. Figure 4-35 provides a comparison of
V/STOL design weights to actual weights of similar system components which have
been fabricated for other applications.

Fan System Mass

Lift-CrUise Fan Lift Fan

(kg) (Lbs) (kg) (Ibs)

Rotor 145.60 321 145.60 321

BetaRegulators(2rcq'd) 4.99 11 4.99 II

Gear Reduction 186.88 412

Fan Case 121.11 267

Total 150.39 332 ,t58.58 10! 1
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4.4 BEVEL GEARING STUDY

A bevel gear arid cross shaft drive assembly is associated with both the lift and lift-
crttise fans. During the 1975 studies, the cross shaft drive angle was 90 ° for both the
lift and lift-cruise fans. It was intended at the onset of ti_s program to evaluate the
cross shaft drive systems with the objective of establishing commonality between the
lift and lift-cruise fan bevel gearing in areas such as mounting arrat_gement, bearing
type, size and placcmerLt. However, airframe studies had shown that the cross shaft
drive angle for the lift fan should be different from the 90 ° angle for the lift-cruise fan

• eiimin_tting the possibility of commonality. Study efforts were therefore directed at
establishing a lift fan bevel gear mounting configuration having the lowest weight and
best reliability.

J

• Several tapered roller and roller-bail bearing eo_igurations were evaluated for the
gear arrangements shown in figure 4-36. Bearing loads were calculated for the fan
and gearing data shown below.

Gear Ratio 3.33

Pinion 27 teeth

1231 rad/sec (11755 rpm)

Gear 90 teeth

370 rad/sec (3530 rpm)

Pitch 4.0

PressureAngle 0.436rad (25°)

Spiral Angle 0.436 rad (25 °)

In addition to the gear loads the tail shaft bearings carry the fan loads shown below.

22895 N (5147 pounds) at maximum thrust

15746 N (3540 pounds) at mean thrust

443.3 N-M (327 ft-lb) lP moment

1436 N (323 pounds) side load

Bearing loads were calculated for each b_aring type and mounting configuration. Bear-
ings were selected based upon catalogue sizing which would provide a 1500 hours actual
B10 life based on vacuum-melt factors (life improvement factors due to higher cleanli-
ness of the bearing material) of five for straight and tapered roller bearings and 10 for
bail bearings. The loads and bearing weights are summarized in table X. For the input
pinion configuration I, utilizing two tapered roller bearings was selected because it of-
fcred the lightest weight and most reliable system for the 1500 hours B10 life (2 bear-
ings vs 3 bearings). For the tall shaft bearing configuration II[ also using three tapered
roller bearings was selected. It, too, was selected [or light weight and reliability.

fi9
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SECTION 5.0
AIRFRAME AND CONTRACTOR SUPPORT

. In addition to the interface activity described in section 3.0, detailed information gen-
erated during the preliminary design study was provided to MeAirt BMAD, and DDA. 4

This information consisted of the following:

- Fan performance maps (6) for five blade angles at speeds ranging from 20%
to 110% speed.

- Supercharging performance (6 charts) for five blade angles and speeds rang-
ing from 20% to 110%.

- Component weights (Section 4.3).

Program planning data consisting of costs and schedules for the engineering, develop-
ment and hardware associated with a two aircraft RTA program was also provided to
DDA for their use under NASA contract NAS 3-20034.

Late in the study_ MCAIR requested that the feasibility of a reduction in fan bypass
stator exit Mach number be examined as a means of improving the gross thrust coeffi-
cient for the lift-cruise fan nozzle. High fan exit Maeh numbers are inherent in low
bypass fans when operating at high specific flow because of the lower density of the
bypass air. Reduction of the Mach number by diffusion within the bypass nozzle was
not possible because of the close proximity of the stator exit to the nozzles•

MCAIR's objective was to decrease the stator exit Mach number from the current
value of 0.51 at take-off condition to about 0.30. A study was made to examine a Mach
number reduction by means of diffusion through the bypass stators. The flowpath was
modified and the stator solidity was increased producing a reduction in Mach number
to about 0.40. However, there was a corresponding reduction of 25% in the fan stall
margin and an efficiencyreductionof2% atthetake-offand maximum controlcondi-
tlons.

While thisapproachto reducingstatorexitMach number appearedfeasiblejithas not
been used inany previousappllcaUonsand couldbe a technicallychallengingapproacb
toimplement. Therefore,additionalstudieswere made toexamine alternatemeans
ofreducingthestatorexitMach numbers. These studiesincludeddiameterchanges_
reductionin therotorbladerow convergence,increasesintherotorspeed,moderate
changesinthestatorexit-to-inletarea ratioand raisingoftheoperatingline(reduc-
tioninthefannozzlearea). Each of theseapproachesart,attemptstoincreaseflow
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5.0 (Continued)

area or reduce airflow with operation at higher fan pressure ratios with acceptable
blade row diffusion factors. It _vas found that the stall margin loss was more rapid
with these approaches than for diffusion through the stators.

It was concluded, therefore, that while technically ehallengtug, diffusion through the
fan exit stators was feasible and the best approach of those examined to reducing the
stator e_tt characteristics.

The res,dts of this work were discussed with McA/r who concurred that further work
in th/s area was unwarranted.

To support the lift fan drive train mechan/cai design, the power to drive the fan during
transient start-up operat/on was analyzed.

The V/STOL propulsion system is designed so that the lift fan will be stopped during
conventional forward flight. The lift fan drive train will contain a system to open the
drive train channel so that power will not be tra_mltted to the lift fan. There are
times when the lift fan will have to he engaged after the input drive system is already
at governed speed, Such as an approach to vertical landing. 'b_flle engaging the lift
fan, the coupling device will have to accommodate a speed differentl_fl betWeen the
constant speed input drive shaft and the nonrotat/ng lift fan.

Figure 5-1 shows the power required throughout the start-up speed range. The indi-
cated power is the steady state poWer required to drive the fan at the indicated rota-
t/onal speed. Some additional power will be required to accelerate the fan depending
on the acceleration rate.
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I, INIRODUCTION (REVISION B)

The Hamilton Standard (IIS) D_vls;onof United Technolo_llesCorporation and tile Detroit
DieselAllison (DDA) Division of General Motors Corporation are engagedh_concept
dolinltlon studlesof I_ft/crui_e propulsion syslemsfor o NASA/INg,O,V/STOL re_e_,fch
alrcraft under NASA contracts NAS3o19414and NAS3-20033 wlth HS, and NAS3-20034
wlth DDA. 1F.eseconlracls require that the, interf_c_.._between the HS fan compone,_ls
and the DDA engine componentsbe.defined. This document definesthe interface details
which have beer, iclentified to date and the responsibilily for componentsresulting from
these_nterfacedetails.

The refinement of details of the interfaces between the HSand DDAcomponentsdefined
herein will be recorcled in revisions to this interface definition documentas the program
progresses. Any major interface ct.angesfrom this documentshall be identified in writing
to the NASA Project Manager.

Th.ellft fan intel'face defin_tlon agreed to between the airframe contractorsand
Hamilton Standardas part of HS's work under Contract NAS 3-2C033is incor-
porated into this document asAddendumA.

!_{" ..... T '_ _ ".. _............. _;"_"._i::_ :',:_*_ --;' _"_ o _ " • _ - , :;,...... ,,, _ _'_ '_!'_
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II. GI_NERAL DEFINITIONS AND RESPONSII_II..ITIES(REVISION A)jJ . im i _ .i

t
The v/STOL ptopulslon systemc'onSistsof two turbofan engine.% a temote Iifl fan and
the associated gearing and shafting required to couple these components. Identical
vai'iable pitch fan rotors are usedin the turbofan enginesand the lift fan. This
document deals with thu interface between the Hamilton Standard variable pitch fan
rotor and the Allison turboshaft engine, gearbox assembly and fan flame and case,
which together form the turbofan engine

DDA is responsible for the gasturbine componentsand the resulting complete turbofan
engine. Hamilton Standard is responsible for the single stage variable pitch Fanand
the actuators and controls associated with blade movement. Thls fan responsibility
includes defining the overall fan stage performance and operating envelope, and
providing the aerodynamic definition for rota'ting and stationary componentswithin
the stage. Hamilton Standard is also responsible for all mechanical componentsand
functions of the fan rotor assemblyand will therefore coordinate the aero-mechanical
design. DDA will be responsiblefor the mechanical design of the stationary fan
componentssince these will be integrated into the turbofan engine forward frame
Structure.

Signals for the positioning of the fan blade may come from the engine Fuel control and
the aircraft flight control. Hamilton Standard _sresponsible for ihe componentsrequired
to condition these _gnals and convert them into blade angle settings on the variable
pitch fan rotor. DDA will provide the power in the form of hydraulic pressureand flow
for usein the HS actuators. The gearing, lubrication, accessory drives and aircraft
structural interfaces are the responsibility of DDA. Overall lift/cruise turbofan engine
performance is the responsibility of DDA.

f
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III, REFERENCE DRAWlNGSr DOCUMENI"S AND SPECIFICATIONS (REVISION B)

DRAWINGS - The following drawings define the components and the associated
interfaces which are the subject of this document:

H$ DRAWINGS

SK 92249 Beta Regulator Envelope ' i
SK 92250 Lift/Cruise Far Installation "
L-13081-8 Control Schematic l i
Preliminary Aero Lines - DB 4/14/75 iA

DDA DRAWINGS I

SK 20163 PD370-25A RTA Fan Engine Installation
SK 20148 RTA Engine-Fan Interface Definition "
SK 20219 PD370-25A RTA General Arrangement
SK 20249 PD370-25E RTA General Arrangement

SK 20276 PD370-25E RTA Fan Engine Installation

DOCUMENTS - The following documents provide definition of the subiect interfaces:

Statement of Work for NASA Contracts NAS3-19414t NAS3-20033 and
NAS3-20034 ,vith Hamilton Standard and DDA respectively.

A coordination memo system exists between HSand DDA which will
be used to define interfaces for this program as the fan and engine

component designs progress. Data such as rmtorspeedst pressure
profilel and flow rates will be coordinated using this system.
These interface coordination memoswill be included in this
Interface Definition Document us an addendum.

SPECIFICATIONS -

The following specificat'ons apply or may be u_edby reference to
define lhe subject interface:

MIL-E-S007D - General engine requirements.

AS3694, 31 May 1973, "Transmission Systems_VTOL-STOL General
Requlrenents for. "

A DDA engine specification will be issuedto cover the selected llft/
cruise turbofan engine which will cover bolh the Itamilton Slandard
and DDA components as a unit. This speciiica:ion will be issued
after the cnglne design characteristics are esluLlished.

_:_
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IV. INTERFACEDEFINITIONS (REVISION B)

The following tabl_ defines !he responsiblecontractor for the various¢omponenlsoFthe
lift/crulse turbofan engine and in turn the interfaces between mating Hamilton Standard
and DDA components:

RESPONSIBLE REFERENCE
CONTRACTOR DRAWING

1.0 MECHANICAL INTERFACE
I

1.1 Fan - Engine Installation
!. 1. I Fan Installation Drawing HS SK92250
1. i, 2 Engine-Fan Interface Drawing DDA SK20148
1.1.3 Fan Engine Installation Drawing DDA SK20163 & SK20276
1.1.4 Fan EngineGeneral Arrangement DDA SK 20219 &

Drawings SK 20249

!.2 Fan-Englne External Envelope
1.2.1 Fan External Envelope HS SK 92250
1.2.2 Engine External Envelope DDA SK 20163
•1.2.3 Fan-Engine Envelope DDA SK 20163

1.3 Fan Drive
1.3.1 Fan Drive Shaft Flange DDA SK 20148
1.3.2 Fan Wheel RearFlange HS SK 92250
1.3.3 Fan Drive Shaft DDA SK20148
1.3.4 Fan Drive Shaft Bearingsand Support DDA SK20148

1.4 Actuator
1.4. I Actuator Envelope HS SK92250
1.4.2 Transfer BearingEnvelope IIS SK92250
1.4.3 Inner LVDT Envelope HS SK92250
1.4.4 Beta Regulator Envelope HS SK922zi9

1.5 Fan Parameters i
1.5.1 Fan Design Speed HIS NA
!.5.2 Fan Blade Tip Clearance HS SK20148
1.5.3 Fan SpeedPickup DDA SK20148

1.6 L/C RotorAssembly" HS SK92250
1.6.1 L/C RotorComponentWeight and CG I'IS NA
1.6.2 L/C Rotor Component Polar Moment HS NA
1.6.3 L/C PowerRequirements HS NA

1.7 i/C Gearbox Assembly DDA SK20219 & SK20249
1.7. I Reduction & Bevel Gears & Cross DDA SK20219 & SK20249

Shaft

1.8 Slat|onury Components
1.8.1 Fan Duct Slutor Definition DD*_ SK20148
1.8.2 Engine' Inlet Slator Definition DDA SK20148

I. 8.3 Fan- [_gin e 1_ansit;on D_'fh_it ion DDA SK2014El
1.8.4 Primary-Secondclry Flow SpI ilter DDA SK20148
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RESPONSIBLE REFERENCE
C ONTP_CIOR DRAWING

1.0 MECHANICAL INTERFACE(Continued)

i .9 Forward Frame

1.9. ! Forward FrameMaterials DDA SK20148
1.9.2 Forward Frame Temperatures DDA NA

1.9.3 Fan Blade Tip Seal Material DDA/HS SK20148 ,
1.10 L/C Modules

1.10. l L/C Fan Module Definitiotl HS SK92250 1
1.10.2 L/'C Fan Turboshaft Engine Module Def. DDA TBD

_.0 AERODYNAMIC INTERFACE

2. ! Component Design Responsibility HS NA
2.2 Fan Stage Maps HS NA
2.3 Engine Inlet Vane Aero Pc,rar,'.eters I'IS NA
2.4 Fan Duct Stator Aero Parameters HS NA
2.5 Primary-Seconda['y Flow Splitter HS NA

3.0 ELECTRICALINTERFACE

3.1 Pitch Control Schematic HS L-13081-8
3.2 Electrical Connection Definition HS SK92250
3.3 Reduhdance Requirements HS NA
3.4 Wiring Definition

3.4.1 Wiring Diagram HS NA
3.4.2 Amperage in Wires HS NA
3.4.3 Voltage in Wires HS NA
3.5 L,/C Fan Control Modes HS/DDA NA
3.6 L/C Fan Instrumentation Requirements HS NA
3.7 b/C Fan lurboshafl t'nglne Control System HS/DDA/AC NA
3.8 Fan Speed Pickup DDA SK20148

4.0 trYDRAULIC INTERFACE

4.1 Hydraulic Connections HS SK92250
4.2 Type of Oil DDA NA
4.3 Oil Syslem
4.3.1 Type & Size of Oil Supply Lines DDA SK20148
4.3.2 Oil Pressures HS NA
4.3.3 Oil Flow Rates It5 NA
4.4 L/C Fan Oil Filler Requirements ItS NA
4.5 Redundonce Requirements ItS NA
4.6 Fan Rolor t ubrlcc,lion Rectulrements ItS NA
4.7 Pump Drive Loc_,tio,ls DDA 1BD

4.8 Leeks,goA Ilow_d_h.'s HS NA

_3
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A 6B_EVIATIONS:

TBD - To be determinedas the ptogranlprogresses.

NA - Not applicable, this notationapplies in thls table to the formof
transmittingdata. Themajority of the datasonotedwill be
suppliedin the formof interface coordinationmemowhlchwill
becomea part of this interface document.
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ADDEN DUM A

LIFT FAN INTERFACE DEFINITION
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ADDENDUM A

LIFT FAN INTERFACE DEFINITION

The lift fan interface whlch has been coordinated with the airframe study contractors_
' Boeingand McDonnell, is pro,'ided by the inslallation drawlngs noted below. These

drawings will be updated during the fan detail design to define all mechanical ;r_ter-
fa COS. '

Airframe Contractor Drowlt_ No.

Boeing $ K 92252
McDonnell SK 92251

The bela regulator envelope as defined by drawing SK 92249 is common to both
airframe contrdctors and DDA fat the llft/cruise fan.

Addltional data pertaining to the lift fan interface which will b_ established during the
fan detail design is as follows:

1.0 Fan Operatloncl Parameters

1.1 Fan Design Horsepower
1.2 Fan Design Speed

2.0 Fan Characteristics

2. I Weight
2.2 Polar Moment of Inertia

2.3 Center of Gravity
2.4 Vibration Limits
2.5 Guar Ratio

3.0 Aerodynamic Characterislics

3.1 Fan Stage Maps

4.0 Electrical Into'trace

4.1 Wi, lng Diagram
4"2 Voltage Requirements
4.3 rowcr Requhements
4.4 Instrumer,k_lion R('qulrement_

x9

f_
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5.0 HydraullcInterf'aco

,S.1 PressureRequlremonts
5.2 Flow Requffements
5.3 F_llration Requirements
5.4 Pitch Control Schematic
5.5 Leakage Allowables
5.6 Heat L_d

5.7 Type of Fluid

.qo
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